
Flash

Cam Meekins

If you ain't first the you last
Eh
Dash
I'm really rich
Huh
Hu hu

[Lil Rich:]
Flash (flash)
(Skrt skrt skrt)
If you ain't first then you last (last)
I just put 200 on the dash (the dash)
Fuck around and bitch I put you in the bag (the bag)
Benz'll go skrt
[x2]

[Cam Meekins:]
I just been putting in the work

Why I be coming in first
You looking better in pers'
I put that shit in a hearse
You going dumb on the gram
I'm just collecting the bands
I'm getting millions of fans
Tryna take her to fam
Everybody wanna talk shit
But nobody ever wanna pop shit
I could do a record on some pop shit
Make a ton of money and go cop shit
Get a ton of honeys in my bedroom, going zoom zoom like it's Mazda
Hella funny, bitches dead to him now I eat the pussy like it's pasta
Smoking weed like a rockstar
In the trunk, bass filling up

We get drunk we was still in cuffs
I just told Tim get my millions up
Ain't nobody on this earth real as us
Why I act like I don't give a fuck
All these bad bitches in the club, that's the only reason why I'm pulling up
She in love with me but I just skate
Everything today is so fake
I don't really believe in fate
I just put a lot of stuff on my plate
I'm cheffing up like a hot plate
Really rich come with the smash
Stay forever in this rap game, your career come and go like a flash

[Lil Rich:]
Flash (flash)
(Skrt skrt skrt)
If you ain't first then you last (last)
I just put 200 on the dash (the dash)
Fuck around and bitch I put you in the bag (the bag)
Benz'll go skrt
[x2]

[Cam Meekins:]
I don't really keep a lot of friends, hella fake people tryna pretend



And in the past tense or the pretense ima die for it or I'll see M's
They ain't been through it like CM
Stay down stay making hits
You a trend like fake lips, I just did 100 in a space ship
Buncha skinny women like Tay-Swift
Wine bottles, ima age shit
People talk but don't say shit, I just people watch and smoke 8 spliffs
But I been through it and I came out the otherside getting high, really ride
I don't fear nothing, I don't fear dying, I just fear god and keep my pride
See the forces tryna take me down
Lift me up, and get me to the crown
All I know, I'm coming for the crown so whoever got it better see me now
If you love something gotta let it go
All I know is ima get the dough
Why I go 100 at the show see the lights flash, that's all I know

[Lil Rich:]
Flash (flash)
(Skrt skrt skrt)
If you ain't first then you last (last)
I just put 200 on the dash (the dash)
Fuck around and bitch I put you in the bag (the bag)
Benz'll go skrt
[x2]
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